Cultura LOB Solutions Complement Large Scale
Postmodern ERP Deployment Strategies
Executive Summary
Highly specialized Line of Business (LOB) solutions, such as AGRIS and CINCH, can transform business
functions by meeting specific business needs within an Enterprise. When combined with Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) solutions, LOBs form an essential part of the enterprise application ecosystem,
providing sector-focused functionality that utilizes tight integrations with ERP to consolidate core business
functionality.
From experience, we know ERP implementations are most successful when the first approach is to roll
out ERP into the core business with minimal configuration and integrate the ERP with the LOB solutions.
Then, complete a review of the LOB solutions to determine which, if any, should be migrated into ERP or
further consolidated.

We have established these key elements to a successful deployment strategy:
• Let ERP systems do what they do best. Use the ERP systems to do what they do best,
handling core business functions and providing a central consolidated repository for key
business data.
• Minimize customizations. Keep customizations of the ERP modules to an absolute
minimum to achieve:
• Faster initial implementation
• Reduced cost, both up-front and recurring
• Ease the adoption of updated ERP release versions

• Avoid what Gartner calls the predicted “ERP Legacy” scenario.
• Improve profitability. Use LOB applications to deliver the highly focused functionality users need
to efficiently execute business transactions, manage the business, and improve profitability.
• Consolidate solutions. Consolidate the number of different LOB solutions where possible.
• Tightly integrate. Integrate the LOB applications with ERP to enable central command and
control of the business.
• Look for ways to simplify. Review the need to further consolidate LOB solutions or incorporate
them into ERP. Review, consolidate and simplify the existing application integration landscape.

ERP Deployments: Our Observations And Lessons Learned
Large Scale “big ticket” ERP solutions, including SAP, JDE and Oracle, are the systems of choice for
Enterprise businesses looking to manage and control their core business functions. Examples of areas
where ERP solutions are strongest include Financials, Purchasing, Inventory, Consolidated Reporting, and
other mission critical business pillars. These areas tend to be common across most businesses and can
usually be deployed with minimal customization.
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At Cultura, we have observed and supported many of our customers as they either deploy a brand new
ERP solution across the business or consolidate multiple ERP solutions, often inherited from acquisition,
into one ERP presence. Initially there is a target objective to consolidate as many of the multiple LOB
applications as possible into the core ERP solution.
The ERP deployment usually starts with the generic core business functions at company headquarters.
These are “low hanging fruit” and can typically be implemented successfully with little changes to the
“standard” ERP modules. Once the head-office functions are completed, the phased roll-out begins; often
starting with targeting a specific business area or geographic region. The first phase can be successful,
although it typically takes much longer and costs more than initially expected.
The next and subsequent phases are critical, as the project can get into trouble addressing complexity
and costs causing the project to spiral; often out of control. This is usually caused by large-scale
customizations made to the standard ERP modules to incorporate business logic and processes from
highly specialized LOB applications. The customized ERP modules are built to meet the demand of the
first target business area, but then need to be heavily customized again. It is not uncommon to rebuild or
duplicate efforts to meet the needs of the next and subsequent specialized areas.
As the customized ERP solution gets more and more complex, the planned rollout gets extended; more
expensive consultant resources are deployed to try and get back on track; and the cost escalates. At
some point the project status gains high visibility, causing a C-level review and a reset of the objectives.
This usually results in a consolidation of the customized ERP solution into the core business areas and a
move to integrate the remaining LOB solutions with the core ERP. There is also some rationalization in the
number of LOBs during this process.
The resulting heavily customized ERP system only partially meets the needs of the overall business. Only
the first and maybe the second LOB functionality is covered. A recent Gartner report predicts highly
customized ERP systems will be considered “legacy” in the next 2-5 years. In the report: “The Rise of
the Postmodern ERP and Enterprise Applications World December 5, 2013,” Gartner defines legacy
as “any system that is not sufficiently flexible to meet changing business needs,” which includes heavily
customized ERP implementations.

“The logical solution to these
problems is to use ERP core
functions to do what it does
best; retain LOB solutions
to support unique business
requirements; consolidate
the number of LOBs where
possible and integrate them
into the core ERP.”

The Cultura Recommended Approach
At Cultura we understand our large enterprise customers need to have central visibility and control across
the whole business, and this is where corporate ERP solutions are at their best. At the other end of the
spectrum, we also understand each individual user across the enterprise needs a highly tailored solution
that delivers functionality supporting their specific job function.
In large enterprise businesses that typically encompass many different industry sectors and geographies,
trying to configure one solution to handle all possible user scenarios is at best extremely difficult and
at worst virtually impossible. The result can be an overly complex, difficult and expensive to maintain
compromised solution that does not deliver to the user needs or expectations. Gradually the users get
frustrated and start to work outside the system in spreadsheets, or cloud-based applications, leading to a
loss of central visibility.
When planning ERP projects it is common to underestimate the effort required to replicate the highly
specialized functionality in the LOB applications. These solutions have typically evolved alongside the
industry sector they serve, with many labor intensive years of investment. Along this journey the LOB
application authors have built extensive domain expertise and knowledge with a detailed understanding of
all the subtle nuances of the implemented specialization. The LOB applications deliver exactly what the
users need, often at a significantly lower cost than an ERP license.
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The need to simplify the Integration Landscape
A 2014 study by Info-Tech Research Group looked at the approaches used to integrate and consolidate all
the different solutions and found most organizations currently use a complex combination of Vendor APIs,
Commercial ESBs, and Customized ERP to manage point solution function and integration.

None of the respondents to the study cited a single solution as currently managing their portfolio, with
the studied companies deploying an average of five of the seven methods listed above. Organizations
understand this complexity can have negative business implications, especially with the lack of visibility of
consolidated information and high risk of failure. As a result, most have plans to start consolidating into
more formally integrated and organized schemas leaving Point-to-Point API-based integration and
custom-built ESB phased out in favor of commercial ESB and ETL.

The shift indicates a maturation of management processes, taking advantage of models that more closely
resemble hub-and-spoke or federated integration rather than point-to-point.
Culturas’ own LOB applications, such as AGRIS and CINCH, have prebuilt integration solutions. This
compliments our extensive experience assisting customers with integrations using a mix of standard and
custom interfaces.
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Integration Architectures
When there are only a small number of integrations, a
point-to-point solution can be manageable. The ERP
interface can be configured to accept multiple formats
or the LOB applications can be configured to a common
format understood by ERP.

For larger more complex scenarios a SOA/
ESB (SOA: Service Oriented Architecture,
ESB: Enterprise Service Bus) solution is
easier to manage, but can be initially more
complex to setup and configure. The ideal
scenario is where a SOA/ESB solution is
already in place and it is simply a matter
of plugging in the LOB application. In that
scenario, the LOB application and the ERP
solution only need to understand how to
talk to the SOA/ESB, and they can talk
in native message format. All the mapping
and transformations can be done in the
SOA/ESB.

The key benefits of this approach over the point-to-point direct connection include:
• Each application interface can be used in native message mode without configuration.
• Each application only needs to know how to “talk” to the SOA/ESB making the integration of
additional application much easier.
• All the mappings and complexity can be managed in one place.
• The SOA/ESB also enables the LOB applications to talk to each other bi-directionally, not just
from LOB to the ERP solution.

Integration Options
Integration is the key but can often be complex to configure because it requires a detailed mapping of
the specialized LOB data into a format understood by the ERP solution. Fortunately all the major ERP
solutions come with sophisticated integration tools and interfaces that can push or pull data including the
ability to apply business logic and transformations during the process.
There are a number of integration options depending on customer preferences, available skill sets in IT
and the capabilities and interfaces of the LOB solution. There are:
• The LOB application can push messages into ERP through its native interfaces.
• The ERP application can pull messages from the LOB native interfaces.
• The LOB applications can be integrated into the customer’s existing SOA/ESB infrastructure.
• A new SOA/ESB solution can be implemented to integrate the ERP and LOB applications.
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LOB Pushes into ERP
In this option, the interface in the LOB application is responsible for controlling the integration. The
probable reason for choosing this option would be when an event that occurs in the LOB needs to be
immediately sent to the ERP for action. The key variable determining the solution scenario is the existence
of and the capabilities within the LOB interface.

In Scenario 1 above the LOB interface can be configured to self-trigger the messages and push them
into the ERP interface. There is the option to perform the data mappings in either interface.
In Scenario 2 above the LOB does not have an interface or it is not fully capable. In this scenario,
Cultura is able to quickly build an Agent interface using the Technology Platform. This is done via
a mix of reverse engineering the schema, direct database access and calling whatever API may be
available. The Agent can then pull the data from the LOB and push it into the ERP interface. Again
there is the option to perform the data mappings in either the ERP interface or the Agent.

ERP Pulls from LOB
This is similar to the previous option except the controlling interface is the ERP Application. This is the likely
option when the customer’s IT group has the skilled resources available to perform their own integrations
and periodic polling of the data is sufficient.

In Scenario 1 above the ERP periodically pulls messages from the LOB interface. There is the option
to perform the data mappings in either interface.
In Scenario 2 above the LOB does not have an interface or it is not fully capable. In this scenario
Cultura is able to quickly build an Agent interface using the Technology Platform. This is done via
a mix of reverse engineering the schema, direct database access and calling whatever API may be
available. The Agent can then respond to requests from the ERP interface; pull the data from the
LOB; build the message and return it to the ERP interface. Again there is the option to perform the
data mappings in either the ERP interface or the Agent.
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Integrate LOB with customers’ existing SOA/ESB
This is the preferred integration option for when a customer already has a SOA/ESB solution in place.
Neither the LOBs nor the ERP need to have any knowledge of each other’s native message formats; the
mappings to/from a common format can all be handled in the SOA/ESB. If other LOB applications have
already been integrated with the ERP, then it is simply a matter of mapping the new LOB message format
to the common SOA/ESB format and “plugging it in”.

In the scenario where the LOB application doesn’t have a capable interface, Cultura is able to
quickly build an Agent interface using the Technology Platform. The Agent can then both send
messages triggered by events in the LOB to the SOA/ESB or respond to message requests from
the SOA/ESB by pulling the data from the LOB and returning the messages.

Deploy a new SOA/ESB
For customers who don’t already have an SOA/ESB capability, the Cultura Technology Platform contains
all the core components required to deploy and configure a fully integrated solution.
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Summary
Highly specialized LOB solutions can and should coexist alongside large-scale ERP solutions. The key is
to use the Enterprise ERP to support core business functions; minimize customization and tightly integrate
with LOB solutions to provide specialized business functions to transform your enterprise.

About Cultura
Cultura Technologies LLC. is a subsidiary of Constellation Software, Inc. (CSI), headquartered in
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. CSI is an international provider of market-leading software and services
for the public and private sectors and has over 9,500 employees globally today. Cultura Technologies
provides software solutions to leading Agri-businesses throughout North America, the UK, and Europe,
in the grains, agronomy, feed milling, produce, and animal protein industries. With the addition of CORE
IBS Solutions to the Cultura umbrella, the company continues to expand its product scope within the
Agri-Food value chain.
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